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FOREWORD

Coffee is an important type of beverage for most people 
around the world. Not only because of the enjoyment of 
coffee drinkers but also because of the economic value 
for countries that produce and export coffee beans 
(such as Indonesia). To some this product, made from 
the roasted beans of the coffee plant (a flowering plant 
of the Rubiaceae family), is referred to as the second 
most legally traded commodity in human history.

The coffee sold in the world is usually a combination of 
roasted beans from two varieties of the coffee tree: 
arabica and robusta. The difference between these two 
varieties mainly lies in their taste and caffeine levels. 
Arabica beans, which are more expensive on the world 
market, have a milder taste and have 70% lower 
caffeine content than robusta beans.



Indonesia is included in the top five largest coffee producing 
countries in the world. Coffee from the country has also been 
widely known by coffee connoisseurs from all over the world. 
The Central Statistics Agency (BPS) noted that in 2020 the value 
of Indonesian coffee exports reached US$ 809.2 million and we 
are here to bring Indonesia's finest coffee to your place.
Indo Coffee is a strategic business of PT Asia Exim Global which 
focuses on trading coffee beans. Our vision is to become one 
of the leading coffee producers that customers trust in terms 
of quality, traceability, sustainability, quality and consistency. 
We realize this vision by forming a solid team, standardizing 
processes, setting up infrastructure and implementing 
technology.

Brought up so close to coffee in one of the largest coffee 
producing countries in the world, starting from North Sumatra, 
Medan City, Berastagi City and Binjai City, has encouraged 
Tubagus Robby who is the Founder and CEO of Indocoffee –
Indonesian Finest Coffee Exporter to start his business. His 
love for coffee has driven the coffee trading business not only 
in the local market but also in the global market, to bring the 
perfect taste of Indonesian finest coffee to the world and to 
preserve the coffee heritage and for the welfare of Indonesian 
coffee farmers.



ABOUT INDOCOFFEE

INDOCOFFEE
WE BRING INDONESIAN FINEST COFFEE TO THE WORLD

Indo Coffee is a strategic business of PT Asia Exim Global which 
focuses on trading coffee beans. Our vision is to become one of the 
leading coffee producers that customers trust in terms of quality, 
traceability, sustainability, quality and consistency. We realize this 
vision by forming a solid team, standardizing processes, setting up 
infrastructure and implementing technology. We are looking for 
overseas partners who want to become big importers or you who 
want to import retail

Single Business Number (NIB) : 2510210043327
Company Name : PT Asia Exim Global

Building 18 Office Park Floor 25 Suite A2
Jalan TB Simatupang Number 18, South Jakarta
Postal Code: 12520



WHY US

• We deliver the results we promise by providing rosted and non 
roasted coffee. The entire roasting process is carried out by a team 
that has the competences and experiences to make the perfect 
taste Indonesian finest coffee. To deliver the results we promise, 
We establish a solid team, persistent process standardization, 
supporting infrastructure and technology deployment.

• Quality guaranteed results from detailed processes. We purchase 
and sell units in the best coffee producing areas. The company buys 
directly from producers, traders and associations, and then stores 
this coffee in its warehouses. In addition, we also build partnerships 
and trust with all stake holders, both farmers, traders, associations 
and also the government which is a guarantee of supply 
sustainability.

• We carry out a grading process, namely a diligent process of sorting 
coffee beans so that the quality and size are in accordance with the 
standards we provide, making the coffee we market guaranteed 
quality and size according to your wishes and needs so that it will 
definitely satisfy you as a true coffee connoisseur because in front 
of coffee We are all the same.
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OUR PRODUCTS

1. Wet hull gayo

2. Wet hull Toraja

3. Wet hull Java

4. Wet hull Bali

5. Dry hull Mandailing

6. Dry hull Flores

We have a capacity of 200 tons per month and we can 
also meet the volume of requests according to your 
requirements. Please feel free to contact the 
marketing team to get a quotation by previously 
making a letter of interest (LOI) which can be emailed 
to marketing@indocoffee.co.id or send via whatsapp 
to us +62 8131 1297 700

HS CODE : 09011110
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